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ENJOY THE SEA

With everything we do at Soel Yachts, we believe in cre-

ating a meaningful experience. The way we make our 

designs better to use is by focusing on sustainability and 

comfort. All our vessels are fully solar electric and there-

fore leave no noise or CO2 emissions behind. While being 

on the sea, you can fully relax and enjoy the moment. 
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GENERAL ARRANGEMET

The Soel Senses 48 is a fully solar electric catamaran, 

which requires no fossil fuels to operate and is thus ful-

ly silent: being on board without any noise distractions 

means that you can fully calm down and let your senses 

guide you.
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SOEL SENSES 48

The solar electric yacht has been designed for comfort, flexibility and 

spaciousness. Doors can be fully opened over the whole width to cre-

ate full openness towards the back. The inside and outside space then 

connect and form one spacious living area. For overnight stays on the 

solar electric yacht, Soel Senses 48 has been designed with one cabin 

and bathroom in each hull. The two sleeping berths offer space for up 

to four guests, while four additional guests can sleep in the salon. 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Length .................................................. 14.5 m 

Beam ....................................................   5.1 m   

Draught max ......................................... 0.7 m

Deadweight max ..................................  9.9 t

Classification ......................................... Flag State dependent 

Design category ...................................  CE A (6 Pax) B (12 Pax)

CE Certification ....................................  European Certification Bureau (ECB)

PROPULSION SYSTEM

Propeller ...............................................  2x 19inch (483mm) 

Shore supply ........................................  2x 3~230V, 32A

Solar roof .............................................. 2.7 kWp

Shore power charging ..........................  2x 6 or 18kW - (CCS optional)

  Motor options

Standard ...............................................  2x Naval DC EPS-40 kW

Performance ......................................... 2x Naval DC EPS-100 kW

  Battery options

Standard (not possible with performance motor option)......  2x Naval DC 355V - 71 kWh

Extended Range ...................................  2x Naval DC 355V - 142 kWh

PERFORMANCE

Speed (cruise)  .....................................  10 kn

Speed (max - 2x EPS-40)  ..................  12 kn

Speed (max - 2x EPS-100)  ................. 18 kn

Range @10 kn (2x 71 kWh)  ................  30 nm

Range @10 kn (2x 142 kWh)  ..............  56 nm
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BORN ELECTRIC 

The solar electric yacht has been designed for high ef-

ficiency and electric propulsion from the start. The very 

slender hulls and the lightweight, yet durable fibreglass 

construction are major key factors for the solar yacht’s 

high performance. The electric propulsion system de-

signed for Soel Senses 48 from our partners at Naval DC 

benefits from more than 13 years of experience and is 

superior when it comest to volume and weight.
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For further information to discuss your project with 

a Soel Yachts representative please get in touch at 

info@soelyachts.com or +31(0) 616 828 937

Discover the world of Soel Yachts at

WWW.SOELYACHTS.COM
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